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EXT. GOLF COURSE DAY

GRAND PA BEN (75), MR. BEN (42), and LITTLE BEN JR. (17) are on a golf course.

Grand Pa Ben sets up to hit his shot.

    GRAND PA BEN
    You boys watch. You can learn a lot from an old man.

Grand Pa Ben swings and hits.

    GRAND PA BEN
    Now that's how it's done.

    MR. BEN
    Nice hit Dad.

    LITTLE BEN JR.

    GRAND PA BEN
    It's because I stay focused on the task at hand. I'm an old man and I don't have as many distractions as you two.

    LITTLE BEN JR.
    What do you mean? I'm always focused when I play golf.

    GRAND PA BEN
    Not possible. You're only seventeen. You think about sex more than you think about food and your dad here is so wrapped up in the stock market and his mortgage I'm surprised he can even see the ball.

    MR. BEN
    Dad, I golf just fine and so does Little Ben Jr.

    (MORE)
MR. BEN (CONT'D)
so let's just enjoy are day and have fun.

GRAND PA BEN
Fine. I'm just saying you can learn a lot from an old man.

They all start walking towards the green.

AMANDA'S VOICE
Excuse me gentlemen.

They all stop. AMANDA approaches with her golf clubs. She is dressed in a mini skirt and a tight sexy golf shirt.

AMANDA
I'm suppose to team up with you guys and make a foursome.

GRAND PA BEN
(to his son and grandson)
Great. A woman golfer. That's all we need. Someone should tell her what the word golf stands for. Gentlemen only ladies forbidden.

MR. BEN
Grand Pa she might hear you.

GRAND PA BEN
Well that's why you talk. So people can hear you. Like I say. You can learn a lot from an old man.

LITTLE BEN JR.
And she is pretty hot.

GRAND PA BEN
There you go. Loosing focus all ready.

Amanda walks to the tee box.
AMANDA
I'll hit real fast boys.

She bends over and tees her ball. The men stare at her ass.

She sets up to hit. Extra sexy like. The men can't take their eyes off her. She hits.

LITTLE BEN JR.
Wow! Great tits, I mean hit.

MR. BEN
Nice money shot.

GRAND PA BEN
Okay for a girl.

AMANDA
Thanks boys.

The foursome walks to the green where their balls are.

GRAND PA BEN
Well let's stay focused and make these puts for birdie.

AMANDA
I'm so excited. I've never had a birdie. Maybe one of you boys can help me make my putt.

GRAND PA BEN
Sorry sister. This is not the place for lessons.

AMANDA
But I would do anything to make a birdie. Anything.

The men look at each other.

LITTLE BEN JR.
Sure, I'll help you.

Little Ben Jr. gets on his hands and knees to read the putt.
LITTLE BEN JR.
It's going to break a little right.

MR. BEN
Son your wrong. That putt is going to break to the left.

AMANDA
I'm so confused. I don't know what to do. I really, really want to make a birdie.

GRAND PA BEN
Honey, don't listen to these idiots. That ball is so close to the hole we just call it a give me.

AMANDA
You mean it's good.

GRAND PA BEN
That's right.

GRAND PA BEN picks up her golf ball and throws it at her.

GRAND PA BEN
Nice birdie.

AMANDA
I'm so happy. My first birdie. All because of you.

She goes and hugs the old man.

GRAND PA BEN
I say you and I go celebrate and let these two finish their stupid game.

AMANDA
Sounds good to me.

Grand Pa Ben and Amanda walk away embracing.

THE END.